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Mathematics students

In 2010 Doug Fister had a mediocre
earned run average (4.11) and
woeful record (6-14) as a starting

and faculty step into the

pitcher for the Seattle Mariners.

world of sports analytics.

Even though his ERA (3.33) improved in 2011,
he continued to struggle with a 3-12 record.
But when Fister was traded to the Detroit
Tigers midway through the season, a dramatic
improvement occurred. He finished 8-1 with an ERA of 1.79 for the Tigers.
Who could have foreseen such a transformation? No doubt the Tigers
saw Fister’s potential. But so did Jordan Lyerly ’12, a mathematics major
at Furman whose computer data showed Fister to be a much better pitcher
than his statistics suggested.
In the summer of 2011, Lyerly, along with Furman math professors
John Harris and Kevin Hutson and fellow majors Will Decker ’14, Aaron
Markham ’13 and Rob Picardi ’13, had used an exhaustive array of sabermetrics to rank 141 starting major league pitchers during the 2010 season.
Despite his unimpressive statistics with the Mariners, the Furman system
had Fister ranked 40th among all pitchers.
In producing their rankings, the Furman group drilled down to a level
well beyond ERAs and won-loss records and treated each at-bat between
pitcher and hitter as a game within a game. Was Fister, for instance, facing
a hitter with a .220 batting average or a future Hall of Famer? How did he
perform when he faced the top hitters?
“Our system ranked Fister so highly because it was seeing something
others couldn’t — the strength of his opponents,” says Lyerly (pictured).
“His greatness was masked by a small-market team that couldn’t score runs
and by a schedule that had him facing tough hitters day in and day out.”
The Furman group also ranked major league hitters during the 2010
season and found another outlier in Mike Napoli of the Los Angeles
Angels. He hit .238 with an on-base percentage of .316 that season, but
the Furman system ranked him 62nd among 444 batters. In 2011, after
being traded to the Texas Rangers, Napoli batted .320 and raised his
on-base percentage to .414, making him one of only seven players in the
major leagues with at least 350 at-bats to reach base more than 40 percent
of the time.
The secret to predicting such an improvement lies in analyzing the
individual at-bats. Of the eight pitchers Napoli faced most often when
he was with the Angels, four were Cy Young Award nominees.
So how did a group of mathematicians at Furman come to spend their
summers ranking baseball players, and what exactly does their work have
to do with the academic enterprise?
It began in 2011 when Lyerly, whose passions are mathematics and baseball, asked Harris and Hutson if he could spend the summer pursuing his
own version of Moneyball, the popular book and film about how the Oakland A’s used obscure statistics to identify undervalued players who could
help them compete with big-spending clubs like the Yankees and Red Sox.
“We had no idea how we were going to set up such a project, but it
sounded interesting and there would certainly be a lot of math involved,”
Harris says. “So we committed to doing it.”
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The professors and students traveled to the 2011 MIT Sloan Sports
Analytics Conference in Boston, the mecca of such gatherings, where they
attended sessions moderated by best-selling author Malcolm Gladwell and
ESPN senior writer Peter Keating. Harris and Hutson offered their mathematical assistance to Keating for any sports analytics articles he might be
writing, which led to a project where the Furman team helped develop an
alternative ranking system to the BCS college football computer ratings.
The resulting article was published on ESPN.com in January.
The team also presented its baseball research at a meeting of the
Mathematical Association of America. The results were interesting
enough that Tim Chartier, a math professor at Davidson College, wrote
an article about the project for the Huffington Post.
The research may be fun and mathematically rewarding, but it has
usefulness beyond sports. The students are gaining experience in the growing field of data mining, which Chartier calls the “science of extracting
useful information from large sets of data.” It is the same science that allows
Google to provide the most relevant links in response to search requests.

“Even though our students are focusing on sports, they
are learning concepts and techniques that are useful
in a variety of industries,” Hutson says. “In the baseball research,
we use a pitcher-batter interaction network that allows pitchers to endorse
batters that get a hit off them and allows batters to endorse pitchers that get
them out. The batters that are highly endorsed by highly endorsed pitchers
bubble up to the top of our rankings.”
Lyerly has graduated and moved to Florida, where he is teaching middle
school science and math, but the research continues to grow and expand.
Seven math majors comprising two separate teams worked on projects this
summer. One group looked at how college football teams are ranked in
the BCS, and the other attempted to predict the success of college players
selected in the National Football League draft.
The NFL project came about when the Furman team met Dallas
Cowboys coach Jason Garrett at the 2012 MIT Sloan Conference. He told
them he was there to discover anything that might help the Cowboys make
more informed choices in the draft. In addition to rating this year’s NFL
draftees, the Furman team is also taking a historic look at the draft to see
how players have performed in comparison to their draft status.
“We decided to study quarterbacks, running backs and receivers,”
Hutson says. “It’s a challenge to identify that game within a game that
can help us rank them, but all the information we need is there, from
the college football statistics to the NFL Combine data.”
Harris and Hutson never intended to use mathematics to determine
whether a college quarterback is suited for success in the NFL, but they
have become big fans of sports analytics. So have their students.
“A couple of our student researchers this summer were not sports fans,
and they wondered if they would enjoy doing this,” Harris says. “But they
loved it, and now they’re fans like the rest of us. It’s been exciting and fun,
and it’s something people care about.” |F|
The author is director of news and media relations at Furman.
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